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1. Introduction to FB posts of 2016 

Starting from the assumption that a variety of factors impact the environment and a safe 

and uncontaminated environment is necessary for good health, Friend In Need India Trust (or 

FIN) aims to contribute to environmental protection and health via focus on: (i) construction 

safe toilets; (ii) appropriate treatment of waste water; (iii) appropriate waste management and 

(iv) inducing hygiene behaviour on the part of citizens. We refer to this as the FIN diamond 

model for environmental protection via building of WASH capabilities as shown in Figure 1.  

Figure 1: The FIN diamond model for environmental protection and health. 

 

FIN is based in the village of Kameshwaram in the Nagapattinam district of Tamil Nadu. 

Kameshwaram serves as a living lab wherein solutions are co-created with local residents via 
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action-research projects supported by public and private agencies. Volunteers and members of 

the academic community are actively engaged in these missions.  

FIN pursues four types of pathways to achieve concrete targets in its focus areas. They 

are through: testing existing technology for adoption, creation of innovations, capacity building 

in governance and communal art as shown in Figure 2.   

 

 

We now give examples of work along each of the pathways undertaken in 2016 through 

our Facebook posts of 2016.  

However before starting – we share with you our strategy note of 2014 concerning 

Facebook. 

************************************************************ 

 

The Facebook strategy of Friend in Need 

January 5, 2014 

By Shyama V. Ramani and Indira Srikant 

 

The community Facebook page of Friend in Need at https://www.facebook.com/finindia is a public page 

accessible to all – including those who are not members of Facebook. We intend to use it as a platform 

https://www.facebook.com/finindia
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to increase awareness on how economic development happens. It will not contain statistics or plans. 

Instead, it will be about action and games being played out, sometimes spontaneous, sometimes well 

thought out and at all times very complex and interesting. Its larger purpose is to contribute to bridging 

the urban-rural gap, the developed-developing country gap, the rich-poor gap, through sharing with our 

readers the joys, the challenges and the pain of bringing about positive transformative changes. 

Facebook lets us do this through short entertaining posts and imagery. Friend in Need India is a very 

small (indeed very very small) player in this game, but we hope that by sharing our experience and 

views, and those of others working in the field, we can make a big impact and inspire others to join our 

community of volunteers working to make the world a cleaner and healthier place, where all have 

better opportunities to realize their potential. Do join us! Share the link with your friends – and feel free 

to send us anything that would be interesting on: pro-poor innovations, social entrepreneurship and 

strategies to attain the millennium development goals via improved sanitation coverage and waste 

management 

Our Facebook page will regularly have information posted under the following categories:  

1. «PRO-POOR INNOVATION» (It's not sanitation this time!) – Posts will be on pro-poor innovations 
that are being created, tried out, adopted or abandoned all over the world. We are also 
supporting the generation of pro-poor innovations and we will be writing about them. For 
instance, we are organizing the ‘SIDC2013’ which stands for the ‘Sanitation Innovation Design 
Contest’ sponsored by WASTE (Netherlands). SANITATION… HERE, THERE, EVERYWHERE! – Get 
to know about experiments all over the world as we march towards ensuring access to 
functioning toilets to the 2.5 billion people who still need it. 

2. ACADEMICS’ CORNER – What are academics saying and doing about attainment of the 
Millennium Development Goals for all? Under this category, we would like to post any 
interesting findings or insight generated by academics as well as students on the dynamics of 
grass roots economic development. 

3. WHAT'S UP @ KAMESHWARAM? – Friend In Need is an effort to build a social business for a 
village with villagers. There are four main challenges: (i) to build capabilities in the FIN staff; (ii) 
to generate effective demand (i.e. one that people are willing to pay for) from the residents– 
who are poor to very poor – for toilets and waste collection through accompaniment and 
motivation; (iv) to generate funds to sustain the livelihoods of FIN staff till the social enterprise 
becomes auto-financing.  

4. ☺ FRIENDS OF FIN INDIA – Friend In Need is of course not the only player in the field and in this 
we hope to share stories of other activist, NGO, public agency, do-gooders out there in the 
world trying to make it a nicer place to live in!  

5. SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP FOR YOU! – This is to share insight and inspiration from happy 
social entrepreneurs for other would-be social entrepreneurs on how to get started, how to 
survive and how to make an impact.  

6. THE RACE IS ON – And no – it is not a sprint – it’s a marathon that we are running by ourselves! 
You see, till we figure out how to make Friend In Need sustainable as a business – i.e. till we 
figure how we can get the salaries of 10 people in Kameshwaram working on toilet construction 
and waste management to be paid by the people of Kameshwaram and nearby villages – we 
need to support this social enterprise. This is like developing an innovation in a high-tech sector. 
It may require a gestation period of 8-10 years because the winning design has to be identified 
through trial and error. We hope to do this before a decade! We want to create our 
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organizational innovation within 5 years. In the meantime, we need to raise funds to support 
this innovation creation. We are tapping a variety of sources public agencies, firms and most of 
all common folks all over the world.  

7. Miscellaneous – Greetings on the occasion of Indian festivals, international festivals and 
anything else relevant to the issues under consideration which we think is good to share! 

 

2. Advocacy 

2.1. Research for advocacy 

2.1.1. On field studies 

January 18 Facebook post by Shankhajit Sen 

Field visits were the best parts of the project for 

me. Of course, it is almost imperative for a few 

glitches to occur in order to accomplish a 

successful project. In our study these glitches 

came while accompanying the surveyors and 

ensuring that the logic of the questionnaire was 

absolutely clear to them in order to ensure they 

knew how to deliver the questions. In this context 

the field visits were very insightful. 

For instance, though I am not terrified of ‘Femi-

Nazis’, I cannot ever forget one precise moment 

of total stupefaction, when, on being asked about 

the availability or otherwise, of direct water 

inside toilet, the lady of the house had to resort to her husband/male member of the house, call 

him from inside the house to confirm the fact/the answer to be delivered! At that moment I was 

wondering hopelessly about the wastage of the social-sanitation-saline targeted towards women 

exclusively! 

I have had earlier experiences of field visits, and what amazes me each time is the kind of 

Cognitive Psychology of repetition. If the question is not asked tactfully, and provided the 

investigator knows the local language, there is every possibility that the question in itself 

becomes the answer! “Do you think toilet is 

necessary? How is it good for you?" " - Yes it 

is necessary, it’s very good” 

I am uncertain of the 'real' political sensitivity 

and awareness' of the rural masses, for during 

the field visits, I have been witness to a 
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strange sort of political sensitivity. If a certain study/ survey retains a certain state led policy as 

its cornerstone or its point of departure, for instance SSM (Sarva Siksha (Universal Education) 

Mission) or SBM (Swach Bharath (Clean India) Mission), then in the field, when a certain 

household is approached, the political leanings/ perception a propos the state, of the particular 

household (male head), invariably guides the responses. 

"How has the SBM helped you? Did you get the reimbursement easily?" 

“Oh yes! The Government is working wonderfully! Kitna rasta bana diya! (So many roads they 

have built!)" – revealing that in spite of the apparent necessity of the improvement of boulevards, 

all roads do not lead to toilets! 

In case of household surveys, where the respondents are apparently not ‘liable’ to answer the 

interviewer, they voluntarily withdraw, which gets me wondering what drives the urge to 

respond or not respond to a field investigator? Few of them may have the seed of patriotism and 

do-good’ism, but we cannot expect this from all. I felt this in the fields of Gujarat, Maharashtra 

and Bengal too (on different projects). And though they provide answers to the field surveyor, 

without any incentive, the responses, I feel, are seldom upright and enthusiastic. Here, the idea of 

Dr. Ramani enthralled me, where she suggested presenting small token of appreciation, such as a 

bar of soap, to the respondents, as a token of gratitude for their spending time with us. This will 

prove our respect for their time, and through such reciprocity, they will be willing to share their 

experiences with us fully and truthfully. 

Overall, the entire experience was not only enjoyable, but also illuminating. I had apparently 

feeble knowledge about the intricacies and significance of sanitation, waste management and 

their implications and relation with the health and other tenets of millennium development goal. 

Though theoretical learning was essential, it would been futile without the field visits – which 

gave the tacit knowledge of the challenges of lack of sanitation. 

 

2.1.2. Research for advocacy needs total immersion experience  

February 23 Facebook post by Shankhajit Sen on visit to Kameshwaram 

"I have had the privilege of working with 

masons in my home town of Kolkata, what 

I find incredible is that the entire procedure 

followed by masons here in Kameshwaram 

is similar but at the same time its different. 

What I mean by that is that, due to the 

geographical distance from my home town 

the techniques differ and the toold that are 

in use in Kolkata are not suitable for use 
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here. On the other hands simple modification of the tools that are in use here can significantly 

simplify the burden of work of the labor and increase their efficiency." 

 

2.1.3. Research for advocacy –The impressive Panchyat of Punsari village  

 

March 10  

The most impressive one was Punsari, in the 

state of Gujarat. The village head or sarpanch, 

Sri Himashu Patel, is an extremely young man 

of 33! He has done what teams of bureaucrats 

haven't been able to do - namely completely 

transform the village in just 10 years of his term 

as Sarpanch. The village is very clean, with a 

door to door waste management system, with 

100% sanitation coverage. This shows what 

good governance can achieve. 

Sri Himashu Patel made a powerful statement - Villages should become ideal before they 

become smart. 

So what do you think an ideal village ought to be like? Keep watching this space - because you 

will get the answer as we present more on some of the best villages of India like Punsari! 

 

2.1.4. Publication in EPW  

June 2  

What’s the link between Alexander’s Gordian Knot and Diarrhoea in India? 

The Gordian knot is a proverbial term for a problem solvable only by bold action. In 333 B.C., 

Alexander the Great, while marching to Asia, was shown the chariot of the ancient founder of the 

city, Gordius, with its yoke lashed to the pole by means of an intricate knot. According to 

folklore, this knot could be untied only by the future conqueror of Asia, and this was what 

Alexander did! 

Comparing the Gordian knot to the problem of childhood diarrhoea in India, our article, recently 

published in the EPW (see link below) shows that national and international sanitation drives are 

unlikely to be effective unless they break the Gordian knot of WASH (i.e. water, sanitation and 

hygiene) complementarities holding up the burden of childhood diarrhoea. This means that the 
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type of investment in sanitation in any region should take into account the complementarities that 

already exist there between the quality and quantity of water, sanitation and hygiene, before 

planning a large and costly WASH investment. 

For India, we find that in Chattisgarh, Odisha, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and Jharkhand, 

the WASH infrastructure is so poor that investment in any component of WASH will lower the 

incidence of childhood diarrhoea. 

For Uttarakhand, Gujrat, Haryana, Maharashtra, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, West 

Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and Punjab – the WASH infrastructure is better 

and so the objective should be to improve quality and ensure a minimum co-occurrence of water, 

sanitation and hygiene behaviour. 

In Delhi, Mizoram, Sikkim and Kerala, the WASH infrastructure in terms of availability is the 

best and here the focus should be only on strengthening the quality and quantity of all three 

variables together in any zone. The complementarity of the water, sanitation and hygiene 

behaviour in these regions is so strong that focussing on only one of them will not yield 

dividends. Here diarrhoea is high, because the three are not together present of good quality and 

availability. 

Finally, small states like Goa, and north-eastern states like Tripura, Meghalya, Arunachal 

Pradesh and Assam in our analysis could not be statistically analyzed within the other clusters, 

which means that each is an outlier with its state specific characteristics calling for further 

research in these areas. 

It is important to note these inferences for policy design, because even today, India accounts for 

the highest number of childhood deaths due to diarrhoea, annually, worldwide (a bit more than a 

lakh per year). 

http://www.epw.in/journal/2016/22/special-articles/incidence-diarrhoea-among-children-

india.html 

 

2.1.5. Research on Sikkim by Rushva Parihar 

June 27  

As a part of our research we took a trip to the small mountain state of Sikkim. 

Unlike most states in India, the State of Sikkim is totally open defecation free. In addition to that 

they have taken some wonderful measures to ensure the beauty of their state remains intact. 

Follow us here over the next few days where we share stories from Sikkim. 
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June 29 

Stories from Sikkim: Part 1 

The Sikkim government has banned the use and sale of disposable foam food containers like 

cups and plates across the state with immediate effect. Such containers create huge quantities of 

environmentally hazardous municipal waste and occupy space in the landfill, Chief Secretary 

Alok K Shrivastava said. Further, the use of mineral water bottles has been restricted in 

government programs. 

This was following a recommendation from the Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation that 

recommended the ban of the use of mineral water bottles in government meetings. 

 

July 4  

Stories from Sikkim Part 2 
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What we learnt about the Himalayan state has stunned us. Most of its accomplishments are near-

impossible and its achievements are nearly unparalleled not just in the region but in, perhaps, all 

of Asia. 

Sikkim slashed its poverty ratio by 22% to 51,000 (8.2%) in 2011-12 from 1.7 lakh (30.9%) in 

2004-05. 

Sikkim's literacy rate shot to 82.2% from 68.8% in 2001, among the country's highest. Male 

literacy 86.6%, female literacy 66.4%. Its rural literacy rate of 79.8% surpassed the national rate 

of 68.9%. The state aims to make Sikkim India's second 100% literate state. 

Sikkim's evolution into a fully organic state since embracing the mission in 2003 received a fillip 

from PM Narendra Modi earlier this year. Speaking at a reception by Indian expats in Germany, 

Modi waxed eloquent on huge advances made by Sikkim in organic farming. Of the state's 

60,000 ha farmland, 40% is organic. 

The UN hailed Sikkim for its Human Development Report indices as a global best-practice in 

February 2014. Terming its achievements as 'incredible', UN's India representative Lise Grande 

said there was no other government under similar conditions that had achieved such success, 

acknowledging the tiny state's 15% growth in less than a decade as among the highest for all 

Indian states and one of Asia's highest. 

So in FIN India our research will focus on how the other Indian states can catch-up to Sikkim's 

standards of socio-economic development, despite their disparate starting conditions and 

challenges. Stay with us. 

 

 

July 12 
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Stories from Sikkim Part 3 

We stayed in Sikkim for 10 days trying to understand what are the reasons why this small 

mountain state has manged to achieve targets which India is striving towards. Besides the 

incredible beauty in their indigenous art, architecture and inherent way of life we found that there 

was immense pride.  

The local governments have different motivational measures to ensure that health and hygiene is 

maintained. Above all the local people are very fond of their surroundings which additionally 

leads for them to ensure that they are kept clean. 

Our new team member Devdeep (who we will introduce to you shortly) said that the most 

profound thing that he learnt from sikkim was how simple things can be beautiful. A little 

attention to detail can go a very long way. 

We should all take a leaf out of their book and move towards a clean and beautiful India. 

 

 

2.1.6. Publication in Conversation 

 

November 29  

Why it’s easier for India to get to Mars than to tackle its toilet challenge?  

Prof Ramani recently published an article on the matter, which got republished in many digital 

sources, to her surprise.  

Do you have any arguments to add? We would love to read them.  

https://theconversation.com/why-its-easier-for-india-to-get-to-mars-than-to-tackle-its-toilet-

challenge-69015 

 

https://theconversation.com/why-its-easier-for-india-to-get-to-mars-than-to-tackle-its-toilet-challenge-69015
https://theconversation.com/why-its-easier-for-india-to-get-to-mars-than-to-tackle-its-toilet-challenge-69015
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2.2. Conferences 

2.2.1. Seminar in the Indian Institute of Science 

February 19  

In Bangalore Prof Ramani had organised a wonderful workshop on WASH at the Indian Institute 

of Science. It was a very interactive and Prof M H Bala Subrahmanya confirmed that it was 

much appreciated by the students there. Please see the group picture we took after the workshop! 
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2.2.2. STI Forum in New York 

June 7  

Global Online Discussion on Science, Technology and Innovation for SDGs 

As part of the Technology Facilitation Mechanism mandated by the2030 Agenda and the Addis 

Ababa Action Agenda, the first annual Multi-stakeholder Forum on Science, Technology and 

Innovation (STI) for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is going to be held on June 6 

and 7 in the UN HQ.  

There one of the side events will be a panel organized by Professor Ramani entitled - Let’s get 

real! How do we walk the talk to make STI work for SDGs? It will feature speakers discussing 

the role of technology and innovation for food security, access to medicines, sanitation and 

employment generation via these sectors. 

As Professor Ramani, writes, " even if we had complete and perfect information on the SDG 

indicators, it is not clear how resources ought to be allocated to achieve the SDGs as the different 

goals compete with one another for resources, while being interlinked." and hence there is a need 

for further reflection. Read on at http://www.merit.unu.edu/lets-get-real-about-science-and-the-

sdgs-6-7-june-2016/ 

June 8  

Prof Shyama Ramani is currently in New York, representing UNU-MERIT at the UN. 

The conference looks at the role of Science, Technology and Innovation for achieving the 

Sustainable Development Goals. 

She has made a short video explaining the basic idea of her talk at the United Nations 

headquarters in New York.  

Take a look here  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZRmHpZRAU4&feature=youtu.be 

Do share your thoughts on the video in the comments section below. 

 

2.2.3. Conference in Ooty  

August 24  

Over the last few months you have been following our team as we went to Tamil Nadu, Sikkim 

and Gujarat, talking to different panchayats about their challenges in the WASH sector. 

http://www.merit.unu.edu/lets-get-real-about-science-and-the-sdgs-6-7-june-2016/
http://www.merit.unu.edu/lets-get-real-about-science-and-the-sdgs-6-7-june-2016/
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A few days ago on August 20th we held our first 

dissemination conference where we discussed the findings 

from the project “Incentivising the Provision of Rural 

Sanitation through sustainability audits for the NGP 

Programme”, Funded by DST, Ministry of Home Affairs, 

Govt. Of India with the local panchayats. 

Here is a picture of everyone at the end of event.  

We are going to publish the key findings of the conference over the next few days and we want 

to know your thoughts so stay tuned.  

 

August 27  

The first Tamil Nadu workshop for the the project “Incentivising the Provision of Rural 

Sanitation through sustainability audits for the NGP Programme”, funded by DST, Ministry of 

Home Affairs, Government of India was held in Ooty, Tamil Nadu, last week. 

The workshop highlighted one main finding - that building toilets is not enough to improve the 

health status. It needs to be accompanied by other complementary actions like hygiene behavior, 

access to safe water and effective waste management. 

India is a land of contrasts, we have some clean villages and some that are in desperate need of 

improvement. The FIN Research Team headed by Dr Shyama Ramani and Shakhajit Sen devised 

a set of indicators for villages to determine their status with respect to the above. These 

indicators have been designed to help the villages understand where their strengths and weakness 

lie so that they can choose an effective pathway towards becoming a clean village. 

The workshop also had many interactive elements, where the audience was an active participant 

in discussing the reasons for the results and possible solutions to problems they face. There were 

also many grassroot level innovations that were showcased. Take a look at the pictures from the 

event. 
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2.2.4. Conference in Kameshwaram  

 

August 30  

Over this past weekend we also had a conference in Kameshwaram  

This conference has already gathered some positive vibes - check out what the Tamil press has to 

say and catch a glimpse of what we did here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ko0bR-

OVWBE 

 

 

2.2.5. Conference in Ahmedabad Nov 15 

November 17  

We had a splendid conference in Gujarat day before yesterday  

Please take a look at some images from the conference here  

We are all gearing up for our next big event in New Delhi!! Have you registered for our Delhi 

event? 
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2.2.6. World Toilet Day Conference in New Delhi on November 19 and 20 

November 20  

On World Toilet Day FIN Trust along with United Nations University - MERIT organised an 

interesting multi-stakeholder conference to address pathways to the Sustainable Development 

Goals.  

Here is a glimse into the fun day we spent discussing our favorite topic – sanitation 

 

 

 

2.3. Social Media 

2.3.1. Rights for LGBT 

February 9 by Shyama V. Ramani and Rushva Parihar 

What Friend In Need India stands for: Empowerment to all marginalized groups!  

My father used to play us songs on the gramophone and we would all sing them with him with 

great gusto (and with my brother nicely off-tune!). One of our favorite songs went like this 

[apparently– it’s from an old American documentary titled ‘The inheritance’ and sung by 

musicians cheering for reform]: 

“Freedom doesn't come like a bird on the wing, 

Doesn't come down like the summer rain, 

Freedom, Freedom, is a hard won thing, 

You've got to work for it, fight for it, 

Day and night for it, 
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And every generation has to win it again.” 

What a pity isn’t it? To have to keep on fighting for freedoms that existed in days of yore? That’s 

the case with homosexuality in diverse parts of the developing world, where in earlier times, it 

was largely recognized and tolerated, even if not showcased institutionally. 

This is in contrast, to the USA and Europe, where till recently it was punishable by imprisonment 

(and in earlier centuries by death in some). However, there has been a tremendous change of 

mores in Western countries and same sex marriage has been institutionalized in many of them. 

This has triggered emulation in many developing countries, with gay groups pushing for the 

institutional recognition of homosexuality and revision of the laws inherited from European 

colonial rule. 

Such policy emulation has had a catastrophic backlash. For instance, in India, it has been 

vehemently opposed by faith based groups, and continues to remain illegal under the Indian 

penal code (inherited from the penal code introduced under British colonial rule in 1860). 

This is terrible, but much too often, when developing country groups (i.e. the elite among them) 

push for imitative emulation of Western country policies, it results in greater problems if the 

context is not propitious. This is very much what happened in this case. The political power of 

faith based groups was underestimated. And so the LGBT community has to struggle and regain 

its lost rights. May the force be with them. 

We are with them and we are sure that they will enjoy 

victory in all secular countries soon. After all, to mark 

our nature as humans, first and foremost, we have to be 

humane. 

“Freedom doesn't come like a bird on the wing, 

Doesn't come down like the summer rain, 

Freedom, Freedom, is a hard won thing, 

You've got to work for it, fight for it, 

Day and night for it, 

And every generation has to win it again.” 

 

2.3.2. Videos on You tube 

February 24 
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As we enter our last few days in Kameshwaram, we are realising that we are going to have to 

come back here soon, because there is still so much that we want to do..  

Before we go however, Prof Shyama 

wanted us to shoot some videos which 

bring out the work FIN Trust does. While 

we wanted these to be impromptu videos, 

we all just kept freezing in front of the 

camera (Prof Shyama was the only one 

who was able to deliver her talk in one 

shot). We all have new found respect for 

actors and their craft. 

We have a series of videos coming up, 

talking about the state of sanitation, state 

of water, sate of waste management and the impact on policy and the grassroots. Stay tuned for 

these videos on YouTube. 

February 29 

 

While in Kameshwaram we shot some videos about Friend In Need india.  

The first of these videos is ready for you to see:  

Watch Prof Shyama Ramani, talk about our work from Kameshwaram. Listen to the challenges 

faced by Indian Villages and share your thoughts with us in the comment section below. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSQuqepANvw&feature=youtu.be 

April 7  

Do you remember our video Introducing FIN?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSQuqepANvw&feature=youtu.be
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Let Prof Ramani refresh your memory here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSQuqepANvw 

We are going to be showing you all the lovely videos we shot while in Kameshwaram. So stay 

tuned for those :) 

April 9  

Videos from Kameshwaram Part 2 

Water is one of our most precious resources and it is quickly becoming scarce. There are many 

water related challenges that Kameshwaram faces. Dev Saha, Rushva Parihar and Shankhajit Sen 

talk about the different challenges linked to access to water and the work FIN Trust is doing for 

this issue. 

Watch the video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aa0fIGV4iJI 

Do you have some more solutions? Do you face similar challenges?  

Tell us your thoughts in the comment section below 

April 14  

Videos from Kameshwaram Part 3 

Speaking from Kameshwaram, our Corporate Relations Director Rushva Parihar, talks about the 

policy challenges related to the implementation of sanitation drives. Dev Saha follows up and 

explains the work FIN Trust is doing to combat those challenges. 

What do you think? Share your thoughts in the comment section below. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzM_jDKnllE&feature=youtu.be 

April 19  

Videos from Kameshwaram Part 4 

We have heard from all our interns about their experience of working with FIN Trust. Listen to 

our Finance & Facility Director of FIN Trust Raji, who talks about what working on 

Kameshwaram means to her. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuElSe8GHMI&feature=youtu.be 

April 26  

Videos from Kameshwaram Part 5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aa0fIGV4iJI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzM_jDKnllE&feature=youtu.be
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Research & Student Relations Director Sangeeta Venkatesh is a champion for the cause of 

effective waste management. She talks here about the problem in Kameshwaram and what FIN is 

doing to help solve the issue.  

Watch her video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eNOYc0pA10 

Tell us your ideas on what we can do to help solve the waste management issue in 

Kameshwaram in the comment section below. 

April 30  

Videos from Kameshwaram Part 6 

Our friends in Kameshwaram have something to say to you. Listen to what they have to say and 

tell us what you think :-) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AV4YIFCObjk 

 

May 5  

Videos from Kameshwaram Part 7 

Chloé Sorel talks about the issue of waste management in Kameshwaram and seeks your help in 

solving this problem.  

Watch her talk about the issue here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-xz_3pN7_Y 

 

 

3. Engagement 

 

3.1. National Volunteers 

3.1.1. Shanmugarajan 

June 14  

NEW FIN INTERN : Welcome to the FIN Family 

Let him tell you a little bit about himself: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eNOYc0pA10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AV4YIFCObjk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-xz_3pN7_Y
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"Hi, I’m Shanmugarajan, a 22 year-old software engineer based in Chennai working for Global 

Analytics. “Another software engineer in the country!?” you’d think, but wait, read on. I’m much 

more than just a software engineer! When I’m not a software engineer, I’m a passionate teacher, 

a recreational runner, an avid football fan and a fitness freak. This article is the missing piece of 

art that completes the gallery of my life, which my resume will not speak about. 

Why do I love teaching? Because teaching isn’t a profession, it’s an art! During my higher 

secondary years, I started to genuinely love a few subjects that I’d hated, because of the teachers 

who 

‘discussed’ it. Yes! I realized that great teachers ‘discuss’ the subject, making me embrace and 

fall in love with it and don’t just teach them. This made me want to become a good teacher and 

explain ‘how’ a phenomenon takes place rather than just asserting ‘what’ the outcome would be. 

I wanted to share the fruit I’d received, so that the seeds I sow grow into trees one day. I want 

my teaching to open gates and make a difference in the lives of students who don’t have access 

to proper guidance. All these thoughts made me determined to teach underprivileged students. I 

started teaching math in a diploma college that admits only the less privileged and was enthralled 

by the amount of potential that was untapped in them. Then I started teaching computer science, 

to help students land in a job they desire. Hunting answers for weird questions that pops up from 

the sea of inquisitive students made me fall in love with teaching even more! One can never put a 

price tag on the joy I feel when I see my student’s face glow out of pride from discovering an 

answer to my question through reasoning. 

I’d accumulated weight over the first three years of college, thanks to the delicious meals served 

at my college canteen and the blissful sleep that followed during the class lectures. Stepping on a 

weighing machine, rang bells in my head! And no points for guessing my next step – I signed 

myself up for a gym. A low-carb diet coupled with morning jog/walk helped me shed 15 kgs 

over a period of 6 months. I would be lying, if I told you that it was an easy routine to follow. 

But my determination and passion to get fit superseded my laziness. Hard work always pays off. 

I took the daily jogs to the next level when the running bug bit me. Inspired by my colleagues’ 

Facebook posts, I registered for a 10K running event (a 10km running contest). Running cast a 

magic spell on me and it’s difficult to escape from its seductive clutches! I started running 10K 

races and now I run half marathons. I realized that mental ability and determination is more 

important than physical strength. The selflessness, sense of pride and mental strength that this 

sport promotes has an unparalleled effect on my lifestyle, not to forget the confidence it imparted 

in me. What started as a fitness routine has now become an integral part of my life! 

Football is something that makes the weekends even more interesting. Nothing could be more 

exciting than watching my favourite striker slam a goal into the net, tearing through the keeper’s 

gloves or watching my favourite defender shielding his goal post in front of his opponent as 

though his life depended on it. The ups, downs and drama throughout the 90 minutes on the pitch 

and the transfers &amp; mind games off the pitch provides entertainment and an exciting 
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experience which no other sport could match. I’m a 

follower of the English Premier League and an ardent 

supporter of the Arsenal Football Club, for the classic 

game they play that matches my style. London is always 

red! 

Oh wait! I hear you. “What is this software engineer doing in Friend In Need? What’s his role in 

the organization? How does this stint serve his life’s purpose and what are his aspirations?” I’ll 

save these details for the subsequent posts that follow ;)" 

 

Stay tuned for more from Shanmugarajan. Cheers! 

 

 

3.2. International Volunteers 

3.2.1. Chloe Sorel on doing research with FIN team 

February 15 Facebook post by Chloe Sorel 

Can you introduce yourself please? 

My name is Chloé, I am 22 years old and French! I love travelling and meeting new people. I 

just completed the first year of my master’s program in Economics and Public Policy at Sciences  

Po Paris. I am currently in the middle of a gap year, trying to figure out how to have the greatest 

impact on people’s lives. Throughout my studies, I managed to conciliate my interests for  

economics and social sciences. I strongly support the idea that economics is a very powerful tool 

to understand and change the world, but within the framework of a multi-disciplinary 

perspective. I enjoy my studies but I also strongly need to see their application in the real world.  

I first made a research internship at the French Development Agency, under the direction of its 

Chief Economist, Gaël Giraud, working on money velocity. For my second internship, I wanted  

to discover an action-research based venture such as Friend In Need, in order to discover another 

kind of research, more directly linked to the ground. 

What are you doing with Friend in Need? 

I first heard about Friend in Need’s action through my master’s friend Lucile, who explained her 

work to me. I applied for an internship the day after! 
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I am very interested in the impact assessment of a project or of a policy, from the data collection 

to the data analysis. I am particularly concerned about health, education and gender issues, which 

is why I consider sanitation coverage as a priority.  

Friend in Need also caught my attention because of its desire to document and question its 

achievements. I am very interested in experimental economics and find it great to draw lessons 

from the field! I am involved in various tasks during this internship, such as data collection, data 

analysis and communication. 

What makes you interested in doing all this? Why do you think it is worthwhile? 

I am so lucky in my own life: I have everything I need, which is why I can and have to share 

some of my luck! If some of my competences can improve one’s life, then I will be even happier. 

I have been involved in several solidarity projects during my school years. A few years ago, I 

was the president of the non-profit association Afric@ction. We organised several solidarity 

events during the year and a trip to Senegal (one month), to work in a school. I am deeply 

convinced that volunteering helps to be a better person, being able to confront diversity and to 

make the best use of it. 

To be an intern at FIN is also a wonderful opportunity for me to meet inspiring people with 

different backgrounds and from different 

parts of the world, as well as to discover 

some parts of  

the Indian culture. In less than two days, I’ll 

be flying to India: I can’t wait!! 

Watch this space for more about Chole's trip 

to India and her work with us here at FIN.  

We are all going to be visiting the village 

next week and will be posting live updates.  

March 28  

Chloé talks about her experiences in India 

One month ago, before leaving for India, Shankhajit told me that India is a “crazy-but-in-a-nice-

way” country. I felt very excited but also a little apprehensive: I was about to spend one month 

with three boys I didn’t know, in a country I didn’t know. I was clearly out of my comfort zone 

and … it felt great! 

Now, let me tear away some prejudices about India! 

1. It is very dangerous to be a woman in India.  
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To be honest, even if travelling through India has always been a dream for me, I did not know 

what to expect in terms of safety: the French news so often report acts of violence against 

women!  

Of course, violence against women is an issue in India. But I felt so safe and respected there, and 

even more than in Paris sometimes! So I feel that violence against women is NOT part of the 

Indian culture at all. 

2. All the foreigners fall sick (stomach problems!) after three days in India. 

I am very proud to say that I didn’t! I was careful with water but I enjoyed the great variety of 

food, even in the street sometimes! 

3. India is only about poverty.  

There are too many people living in extreme poverty in India and this is very shocking. But on 

the other hand, many people enjoy a nice quality of life, even in very isolated villages. And this 

may sound naive, but people I met were so rich in terms of food, family ties and culture! 

4. India is only about overpopulation.  

You may be stuck in a traffic jam several times a day in big cities and too many places are 

overcrowded! But India is much more than these cities: I had the incredible opportunity to spend 

one week in the Nilgiri mountains, a range of blue mountains in the western part of Tamil Nadu. 

One night, we spent a stunning starry night in a place called “Wild heaven”: with Dev, we could 

share one unique moment with tens of deers, trying to approach them. This was one the greatest 

feelings of my life: just the two of us in the middle of wild life. 

5. Indian food is very very very spicy.  

Ok, this is not always wrong: in an Indian restaurant in Paris, they would probably draw at least 

five little chilies to indicate how spicy most of Indian meals are! But once I got used to the 

spices, I enjoyed the great diversity of food with gusto! And Indian food also offers a lot of 

sweets! I really need to find out a nice place to eat jelabis in Paris! 

Everyday was different: I experienced very different ways of travelling, from the nice and big 

AC car to the simple sleeper class in the train, visited a lot of villages, discovered the real field 

work, through dialogue with people and observation, met great people, got the best introduction 

to Bollywood movies and songs, was very jealous of the monkeys spending their lives chilling in 

the forest, realized the importance of building an open and trusting relationship with the villagers 

we try to help, and many more…! 

What struck me most during this trip was the Indian diversity: all these colours, road vehicle 

horns, smiles, climates, cultures, languages, meals, landscapes… I am also very happy to 
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understand better the meaning of Friend In Need India: this amazing country still faces great 

challenges. 

 

 

3.2.2. Zoe Heritage – on working in Kameshwaram 

July 8  

Meet our NEW FIN Volunteer: Zoë Heritage 

"Hi, I am Zoë Heritage and I was born in England on a sheep farm. After spending a few years 

working in Africa, I married a French man and I have been living in Rennes, France for the last 

20 years. I have always worked in the field of public health ( population health, prevention and 

health promotion). I am currently running a small French NGO that supports the development of 

healthy public policy in 85 French cities by working with local city-level governments. It is part 

of the WHO Healthy City movement, and there are similar networks of Healthy cities in other 

European countries and elsewhere. In Europe, we cover 1300 cities in all. 

I have taken 3 months leave from my job to live in Kameshwaram and support Friend In Need’s 

work in this coastal village. For those of you who don’t know Kameshwaram, it is 9 hours south 

of Chennai, near to Nagapattinam. I will be involved in supporting the permanent FIN office 

staff to develop their English and computing skills, composting and improving neglected, 

unhygienic public spaces. 

I decided to volunteer for Friend In Need for 2 reasons. Firstly, I hope that my experience of 

running small NGOs in the health & hygiene field can be of some help to FIN. Secondly, now 

that my 3 children are grown up I wanted to do something for me, to have a new challenge and 

learn about a culture that is different to my life in Europe. I have already been welcomed very 
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warmly into the FIN family and I would encourage 

other people who have life skills to support FIN's 

valuable work." 

Welcome Zoe to the FIN Family!  

We will be sharing updates from her time in 

Kameshwaram so stay tuned for those :) 

 

 

July 25 

Story of Zoe in Kameshwaram - Chapter 1 

Once upon a time, one fine day, two sisters, who have to talk with each other every other day had 

their usual inter-continental conversation over skype (thank you so much those-who-made-

internet-happen!): 

"Are you mad, Shyama?" 

"You mean?" 

"You actually think Zoe is going to live in your stupid village office? She is from Rennes - you 

know in France? and she's going to stay in Kameshwaram office coming from Rennes?" 

"Well, actually I am so happy....you know I've been wanting volunteers to stay in Kameshwaram 

instead of Nagapattinam - otherwise every day they waste so much time travelling by bus." 

"Ha! Do you know that the average Summer temperature in Rennes is 19 degrees and the 

average Winter temperature, or temperature any time during the year for that matter, in 

Kameshwaram is 33 degrees?" 

"Oh - there are trees.....it's not that bad.....and there is an ocean breeze in the evening...." 

"But there is no air-conditioning, there is an Indian style squatting toilet and there are too many 

lizards ....thank God no monkeys.....you want this poor woman to suffer so much?" 

"Raji - she actually seemed rather excited." 

"Oh my God - how disconnected can you get? She will run away in less than 48 hours. Do you 

want to keep volunteers or you want them to run away in fright? " 

"Absolutely not! She's a very determined, she has loads of experience in health related 

community work and she's volunteered in Africa." 
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" Really - want to bet?" 

"Done." 

"If I win - one plane ticket to Paris and if I lose I will buy your 

train ticket to Bangalore from Kameshwaram." 

"Deal." 

Guess who won?.... Here's a little bit of how Zoe and Mr. Fix-it 

- the new name she's given to Paranjothi made spaces for Zoe's 

different activities in our office!! 

Stay tuned for many more hilarious and mind boggling Chapters from "Story of Zoe in 

Kameshwaram" 

 

August 4 

Zoe in Kameshwaram – Chapter 2: Zoe gets to work and I face risk of losing bet. 

*To understand title – you must read last post. In case you are wondering what Zoe is exactly 

doing in Kameshwaram – here are snippets from our whatsapp and emails… this should put you 

in the loop. 

“Hi Zoe – how are things?” (and this was during the first week). 

“All good here. Dev looked after me well yesterday. Had lunch today with the Chinmaya Nanda 

school director’s family back in Nagapattinam. Have another meeting about the British council’s 

school cooperation project with the school.” [Note to readers: of course, it’s on sanitation – what 

else did you expect? A comparison of hygiene behaviours is what we’re starting with….]… 

Then Sangeeta chimed in - “Welcome to our whatsapp group Zoe!, How are things?” 

“Hi Everyone – Happy to join you – this is Zoe. The compost heap in the office yard has not 

really worked. I think too much big and dry vegetable matter has been used. It needs more 

animal poo and needs to be kept damper. I am on it.” 

The week after – she wrote - “There is a little confusion here about who is going what about 

painting the Kameshwaram bus stop. It would be very helpful to know our deadline for finishing 

the project.” 

So I called her and told her but also sensed a little something was amiss. 
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“Shyama, I never imagined how difficult it would be to be somewhere where nobody quite 

understands you and you don’t understand them. Communication is not only important for work, 

it’s importance for existence. Mr. P understands me perfectly, but he’s mostly not with me. It’s a 

suffocating feeling – not being able to understand or be understood.” 

So of course, I placed an S.O.S. call immediately to Raji. 

“Raji – it’s about Zoe.” 

“So you lost your bet. I know it. When does she want to leave?” 

“I haven’t lost – not actually – at least it’s not the weather, the office room or the Indian style 

toilet or the work that’s bothering her. It’s the language barrier – she needs a translator. Not 

being able to communicate can get on one’s nerves after a while surely.” 

I didn’t need to say more for Raji is one of the kindest souls on the planet. 

“I totally get it – if I had to go a country where I don’t speak the language I’d go nuts. Tell Zoe 

to hang in there. And I’ll book my tickets and go as soon as I can get leave. I'll call Zoe and 

introduce myself.” 

The morale rose up thereafter. 

“Hi, we’ve made a garden in front of the office.” 

“That’s interesting. Which plants Zoe?” 

“The lady who owns the shop likes roses. I like jasmine. So we will put these. 

The area is sandy soil and in the sun so v hot. So advice about resistant flowers 

would be welcome!” 

“Zoe – what you are doing is true capacity building. There is a real serious lack 

of qualified personnel to do effective capacity building at the grassroots level in 

India. Many sincere thanks.” 

“C’mon - you make me sound like a saint which is so wrong. I am having great 

fun with some lovely people who are continually being very kind to me. And to have a little 

break - tomorrow night I am going to a posh hotel in Velankanni and I will even try to hunt out a 

cold beer! And by the way. I have a new name for Mr P sir. It is "Mr Fix-it. " If ever you break 

anything or need an idea, he finds a solution! !!" 

All’s well in Kameshwaram. 
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3.2.3. Sueli Brodin – on Challenges of FIN 

 

December 24  

Against all odds. 

In my everyday life as a communications officer at United Nations University-MERIT in 

Maastricht, I had often had the chance to hear Prof. Shyama Ramani speak about her action 

research projects in the village of Kameshwaram in India. I was inspired by her stories about the 

toilet beauty contest she had organised through her social enterprise Friend In Need India (FIN), 

about her efforts together with FIN volunteers to develop waste management practices in the 

village, about her views on inclusive innovation in developing countries. 

Yet, it was only during my 

recent trip to India, when I 

was able to accompany 

Shyama to cover the World 

Toilet Day conferences she 

and her FIN team organized 

in Ahmedabad and New 

Delhi, that I started fully to 

fully understand what her 

words really meant and 

what her work really 

entailed. I discovered a new 

side of Shyama that left me 

deeply humbled. 

 

And it was not only Shyama who made feel this way, it was also all the people I met through her, 

her family, her friends, all the partners and volunteers who are involved in her social enterprise, 

who give their time and energy to help the village of Kameshwaram to become clean, who share 

the same conviction that the pathway to change already starts with one single step, however 

simple and however small, even in the face of sometimes huge challenges. 

I realised for example that Shyama and her team’s idea to bring together village chiefs from 

various parts of India in the same room and encourage them to share experiences in sanitation 

and waste management practices also involved overcoming language challenges. Shyama took it 

upon herself to translate the various languages and dialects spoken in the room into Hindi or 

English so that people could communicate and understand each other. 

When the topic of discussion turned more specifically to toilet design, I was astonished to learn 

about all the different types of toilets and toilet practices that existed in India, and all the 

different aspects that needed to be considered when opting for one type of toilet design over 
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another, depending on the geographical context, on the availability of water resources, on ground 

level, on building and maintenance costs, on cultural and gender factors, and many other issues. I 

had never had the experience of talking so exclusively and in such great detail about toilets and 

sanitation and the more we talked, the clearer it became that these questions were crucially 

linked to health, education and socio-economic development in the areas at stake. 

 

One of the highlights of the World Toilet Day conference in New Delhi on 19 November was the 

awarding of the Vimal Kshetra prize to unique and inspiring change-makers, who had 

contributed outstanding achievements towards Swachh Bharat (Clean Mission India) on their 

own initiative. I was particularly impressed by the example of School Principal Mohammed 

Ataulla Khan and science teacher Alli Rani of the K k english high school, varthur near 

Bangalore, and their tireless efforts in promoting environmental literacy among students, parents 

and the local community. They told me about their activities in raising public awareness around 

the alarming state of the Varthur lake near their school. “This used to be a beautiful, pristine 

lake, but nowadays it has become so polluted that toxic froth is overflowing from it,” they said. 

Last April, students from their school had taken matters into their own hands and sent over 1000 

postcards directly to Indian Prime Minister Modi, urging him to intervene in reviving the lake. 

“As teachers, we can only empower our students to fight for what is right against all odds,” they 

said. 

The expression “against all odds” captures the most 

inspiring lesson that I took away from my 

encounters with Shyama’s friends in India. No 

matter the size of the challenge, they were all 

people who had just decided to take action to solve 

a particular problem and not given up. I understood 

that Shyama and her dedicated FIN team – Raji 

Srikant, Mr. Paranjothi Singaravelu, Raja, Rushva 

Parihar , Shankhajit Sen, Shanmugarajan, among 

others - are driven by the same spirit of 

commitment and perseverance. 

Since my return from India, every time I have seen Shyama again at UNU-MERIT, it has felt as 

if she were not alone, but surrounded by all the like-minded, unwavering, beautiful change-

makers whom I was fortunate enough to meet in India. And now I also know where her special 

glow comes from… They all have it. 

Post by Sueli Kyomi Brodin 

 

3.3. Youth and Households 

3.3.1. Collaboration with Chinmaya Nanda School 

March 20  
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What's happening in 

Kameshwaram? 

Swami Chinmayananda was a 

Hindu Spiritual Leader preaching 

for peace and harmony among all 

people in the tradition of all 

renowned Hindu reformer saints. 

His good works include wonderful 

schools set up all over India. There 

is also one such school in 

Nagapattinam – the big town next to 

Kameshwaram. Shiyam, the son of 

our field manager Mr. Paranjyothi 

goes to this school! Many children from Kameshwaram also attend this school as it provides 

access to quality teaching and an opportunity to learn English well – an opportunity denied 

unfortunately by the government run-schools. Gaining mastery over English is one gateway to 

gain good jobs in the Indian market – as well as the international one. 

Mr. Paranjyothi has been telling me since some years: “Madam, you must meet the teachers and 

Principal of this school – they are doing such good work for all the children – many from 

Kameshwaram”. 

My usual reply was: “Paranjyothi – I have enough work as it is in Kameshwaram. Besides, what 

am I supposed to do in a school? They’re just kids. Please give me a break”. 

But Mr. Paranjyothi is as obstinate as I am and so I really don’t know how it happened – but one 

day there I was in the school – and to my surprise, I was totally delighted by the children, the 

ambiance and the devotion of the teachers and the Principal and I enjoyed giving them a lecture 

– they were full of questions and more than anything – their eyes were full of smiles! Very 

different experience from teaching doctoral students! It gave me also real happiness and I 

couldn’t help smiling back! Mr. Paranjyothi, of course, gave me a – “didn’t I tell you? I am 

always right!” – kind of a look the whole day! 

The children and their teachers paid a return visit the next time I visited and they saved my 

discovery workshop at Kameshwaram from being a total bore! While the adults sat quietly and 

after a while took out their mobile phones and began texting – and whatsapping and facebooking 

– the kids took part in activities, asked questions and put up excellent impromptu plays! They 

were so good – that we are inviting them to put up their skits for our workshop for local village 

councils! We are also envisaging using art by them as a means to bring about behavioural change 

in terms of littering! We will tell you about their interventions as we go along – now just give a 

big clap for the kids – they are just great! 
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4. Capacity Building 

 

4.1. Teaching 

4.1.1. Increasing awareness about landfills by Shanmugarajan 

 

December 13 

THE FACE OF THE CITY THAT WE IGNORE – 

Visiting Delhi as a tourist is all about relishing the ancient glory of the capital encapsulated by 

the contemporary style of art and architecture. But visiting Delhi as environmental enthusiasts, a 

bunch of us from Friend In Need India, decided to ditch the beautiful face of the city and dared 

to seek out the ugly face that everyone ignores. This was part of a discovery tour organized by 

Friend In Need prior to our conference on World Toilet Day, November 19, for village 

Panchayats and our conference speakers. 

PART 1: THE PATHETIC STATE OF THE LANDFILLS 

Ever wondered where most of the garbage we ignorantly dump, land in? Most of us might not. 

We consider getting rid of the garbage from our household as the end of our role. But, little do 

we realize that the unsegregated waste we throw, marks the start of a catastrophe which will 

terribly bite us back in the form of toxic pollution! 

Our visit to the 

Ghazipur landfill hit us 

hard with reality. 

Imagine garbage being 

piled up for more than 

50 meters over a spread 

of 70 acres of land. 

That’s Ghazipur landfill 

for you! The tonnes of 

waste that Delhi 

generates gets dumped 

here daily as a new layer 

upon the existing one, 

increasing the risk at an 

alarming rate. The waste 

that is generated in the 

various parts of the city are collected in trucks through private contractors, who are paid on a 

per-truck basis. 
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This landfill can be aptly described as a flaming mountain of composting waste, smoking 

methane, which adds to Delhi’s air pollution woes. The worst part is that there are three more 

such landfills in Delhi that are even bigger than this. This landfill attracts thousands of 

scavenging birds that can be seen circling the huge masses of garbage. In addition to the birds, 

animals like dogs marching here to feed themselves are a common sight. The leachate that 

percolates and oozes out of these landfills make things worse by filling the air with a foul smell. 

This smell can penetrate to even places as far as 2 kilometres from the landfill during the 

summer. This clearly reflects the poor waste management system in our country. 

Mr. Shashi, the General Secretary of All India Kabbadi Mazdoor Mahasangh believes that only 

10-15% of the waste will reach the landfills, if they’re properly segregated at source and 

recycled. He also lays strong emphasis on the fact that waste is a wonderful resource and by 

letting them to burn, people are losing their livelihood. It’s high time we start realizing the 

importance of segregation and waste management to gift ourselves a wonderful pollution-free 

future. 

Post by FIN Volunteer: Shanmugarajan  

Photos by: Sueli Kyomi Brodin, UNU-MERIT 

 

December 18 

THE FACE OF THE CITY THAT WE IGNORE – PART 2: UNINHABITABLE 

CONDITIONS WITH SMALL DREAMS 

Imagine a fuming mountain of 

garbage ejecting pungent smell 

located next to your house. 

Sounds disgusting? That’s 

exactly the conditions the waste 

pickers live in near the landfills. 

Our visit to the ‘mini town’ of 

the waste pickers near the 

Ghazipur landfill turned out to be 

very depressing.  

The people who reside here 

solely depend on collecting waste 

for their livelihood. This locality 

that houses 400-500 waste 

collectors has everything inside it 

– right from small shops to basic 

medical dispensary. But poor dilapidated homes with thatched roofs didn’t seem to affect the 

liveliness of the locality. Or should we say they are forced to accept this lifestyle? Or are they 

just used to it? The people were busy with the everyday chores just like any other place, yet 

actively interacted with us. 
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Small kids play around the garbage without knowing the harmful effects of the toxic waste lying 

right behind them. A wedding was about to happen on the very day and a small make-shift 

marriage hall was being prepared by enclosing a small open space with curtains. There was great 

excitement and joy with preparations in full swing. A few young girls were cheerfully making 

the bride look beautiful with henna, while a bunch of other men were cooking food in huge 

containers for serving the guests. All these against the backdrop of a mountain of garbage and 

just a few meters away from it! 

The rag pickers are unofficial workers who climb the mountain of garbage every day in search of 

recyclables. They segregate and sell them for a living. It was disturbing to see small kids 

involved in the waste collection from these landfills along with men and women. They are 

involved in this without a clue about the hazardous toxic substances they’re exposed to. Without 

any protective garments or equipment, they’re often affected by respiratory issues. 

No one seems to be concerned about the pathetic living conditions that these rag pickers are 

exposed to. The people here are stuck in a small sphere of life in the garbage with small dreams. 

Unless some drastic measures are taken to change the waste management system, this 

exploitation and inhuman conditions won’t cease to exist. We have to be also a part of this 

change. This will not happen unless we demand it and participate in the change by starting 

ourselves to segregate waste in our homes, schools and offices. 

Post by FIN Volunteer Shanmugarajan 

Photos by: Sueli Kyomi Brodin, UNU-MERIT 

 

 

4.2. Learning  

4.2.1. On composting and EM 

May 2  

What’s happening in Kameshwaram? Exploring EM with Eco-Pro 

Since the last two years, FIN has been sending 

its volunteers to Dr. Lucas Dengel, Founder-

Director of Eco-Pro in Auroville to learn 

about how natural resources, especially water 

and soil can be preserved and protected from 

contamination. And the students have always 

loved their visit and raved about it (see prior 

post)!! The solutions proposed by EcoPro 

involve ‘integrated systems’ that manage 

liquid and solid ‘wastes’ through eco-friendly 
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technologies. An example of such a technology is ‘EM’ or Effective Microorganisms i.e. bacteria 

bundles – that can be used for remediation (i.e. reversing or stopping environmental 

damage/contamination) among other possibilities. EM is something that’s not considered proven 

by many mainstream scientists, but like homeopathy and ayurveda, its popularity, production and 

usage are increasing worldwide. In FIN, we tried EM – spraying it on the walls of the school 

toilet and they stopped smelling. And what I find fascinating about EM was unlike other 

chemical cleaners, which are poisonous, basically EM smells like apple cider and you can even 

drink it! But it has other disadvantages vis-à-vis mainstream products. While a chemical cleaner 

lasts for months – activated EM has to be used within 6 weeks. 

Well, we are going to explore the potential of EM on a more serious basis now. Mr. Niranjan of 

Eco-Pro is going to visit us regularly and teach Mr. Paranjothi how to activate it from an original 

bacterial extract. All our staff is going to use it in their homes instead of their chemical cleaners, 

we are going to see if the school is willing to buy it and also learn how to use it for composting 

the biodegradable waste produced in our office. We are going to work on these pilot projects to 

study if and how EM can be used in a village like ours, where half of the population is below the 

poverty line. The economics will be everything of course – can production be financially 

sustained given the nature of the demand – which as of now is uncertain? This is very exciting 

for us and we will keep you updated on our experiments! 

 

4.2.2. Towards a new ecosan toilet model 

 

September 8 

All a question of design - it's time for STAND! 

While promoting the Eco-San model for rural sanitation, we found that it was not at all easy to 

get people to accept it. Therefore, we conducted a 

survey, compiled a list of its shortcomings from a 

user's point of view and reached out to the 

innovative team at STAND to help us re-design it. 

STAND is founded by the dynamic duo Nikita 

D'Silva and Siddhant Tikkoo. 

And what's not so user friendly about 

environmental friendly Eco-san toilets? That's for 

next time.... 
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September 16  

Sanitation Quiz: Do you know what an Ecosan toilet model is? 

Before we share the observations made by STAND on how to improve the ecosan model, we 

want to ask you: Do you know what an ecosan toilet is? 

Take a look at this video if you want to understand the model better...and for more details see the 

text below.... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YV-1To9DkJQ 

"The Sulabh toilet model (or the double pit latrine), while being suitable for dry areas was found 

to be unsuitable for those with a high water table such as coastal zones or those receiving high 

degree of rainfall, because of water logging of the pits. Hence, the Sulabh model was never 

adopted widely in such regions. 

For these regions, a second major toilet innovation in the form of a urine diversion toilet was 

created during the late 1980’s by a British naval engineer named Paul Calvert on deputation to 

India. While there is evidence of experimentation with urine diversion toilets during the 1970’s 

in many parts of the world, and especially in Nordic countries, its virtues were practically 

unknown outside of the circle of its devout practitioners. Thus, Calvert had to re-invent a version 

himself and his contribution to the basic model is to have added features that made it user 

friendly under Indian conditions. 

The urine diversion toilet developed by Paul Calvert, also popularly called an ecological-toilet or 

‘Ecosan’, involves the separation of urine from faeces, thereby accelerating the process of 

compost formation. The toilet squatting slab has three holes, one behind the other, with different 

slopes. The user urinates first and shifts slightly back to defecate permitting the faeces to fall into 

a compost pit. A mug of ash or saw dust is then thrown into this hole facilitating dehydration of 

the faeces. Then the user moves back further to wash the behind. The urine goes out through a 

bamboo pipe to irrigate a garden planted around the toilet. The wash water is filtered through 

layers of gravel so that the water that leeches out into the soil is harmless. Thus, urine, faeces and 

wash water are completely separated and recycled. " 

From On the Diffusion of Toilets as Bottom of Pyramid Innovation: Lessons from Sanitation 

Entrepreneurs, By Shyama V. Ramani, Shuan SadreGhazi and G. Duysters, Technological 

forecasting and social change. 79, 676–687, (2012). 

 

September 20  

How can the design of the Eco-san toilet model be improved? 
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Here's what Nikita and 

Siddhant have to say - after 

seeing the ecosan toilets in 

Kameshwaram : 

- The EcoSan toilets have 

close to zero smell and this is 

great. 

- The space taken up by the 

2nd pan is rendered useless 

whilst the 1st pan is in use. 

- There is a strong need for 

more natural light to enter the 

toilet block. 

- There is high corrosion of external plaster and paint due to high salt content in prevailing winds 

and proximity to the sea. 

-However there is no current re-use of urine and wash water by the households. 

- The current use of asbestos roofing is not a very sustainable or durable option. 

- There is a need to standardize the height of chamber and pits by standardizing the riser height 

of each step 

- There is a need for the use of 2 sets of piping, one set for each chamber, to prevent clogging.  

- The current guideline of using plastic caps/lids to seal or cover the fecal chamber is not being 

carried out correctly. 

- There is an improper sealing of used chamber from the outside after removal of compost, that 

could lead to infestation. 

- Painting of the inside and outside of toilets is improper. 

Do you have more thoughts on the Eco-San model ? - let us know in the comments section below 

 

4.3. Accompaniment 

4.3.1. The bus-stop 

September 26  

Summer festival at Kameshwaram 
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PechaKucha Night, now in over 900 cities, was devised in Tokyo in 2003 as an event for young 

designers to meet, network, and show their work in public. To promote the art of concise 

presentations, during a PechaKucha event, speakers have to present 20 slides, each for 20 

seconds and narrate their story! 

Prof. Shyama was asked to make a presentation for PechaKucha Maastricht at a special Jubilee 

event marking the 40th anniversary of Maastricht University. 

And she spoke about our summer project - Simple as ABC, Art for Behavioral Change! 

http://www.pechakucha.org/presentations/simple-as-abc-art-for-behavioural-change 
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